SILICON PHOTODIODES
FOR GAMMA RAY DETECTION

First Sensor expands its detector series for ionizing radiation. The new
X100-7 targets high volume gamma detection applications by combining
low dark current and low capacitance silicon photodiodes with reliable
and cost-efficient packaging.

Recent events like the nuclear disaster in Japan have raised awareness of risks from nuclear radiation
and created an additional demand for commercial as well as personal radiation detection devices.
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Specifically, gamma radiation from Cesium137 (662 keV) is often used to identify
contamination from the Fukushima disaster.
Solid state detectors provide a reliable and
compact solution for radiation monitoring.
Generally, solid state detectors can be divided
in two groups: scintillator based and direct
absorption based detectors.
First Sensor X10-γ detector
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Fig.1. Gamma absorption characteristics of the First Sensor X10-γ detector with and without scintillator.
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A special black epoxy encapsulant guaranties the blocking of light while maintaining small gamma ray
attenuation (see figure 2). First Sensor offers the X100-7 both in a ceramic SMD package as well as a
ceramic 2-pin THD package up to high volume quantities.
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Fig.2. Gamma absorption characteristics of the First Sensor X100-7 detector series as well as pictures of the
THD and SMD epoxy version (photo left and middle).
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Based on the large resonance of the market, First Sensor currently develops the next generation device:
X100-7.2 with increased sensitivity both in low and high energy region. Also, custom specific options
including thicker silicon, fully depletable chip designs or scintillator coupled devices are available upon
request. Please contact us for full details.
Several customers sucessfully integrated the X100-7 in their compact detectors for gamma radiation of
Cesium isotopes to detect contamination connected with the Fukushima disaster (shown in figure 3).
Reference information can be found at http://einstlab.web.fc2.com/Xdetector/detector.html or
http://einstlab.web.fc2.com/Gamma/spectroscopy.html.

Fig.3. Reference circuit for X100-7 radiation detector by Y. Onodera (http://einstlab.web.fc2.com/Xdetector/detector.html).
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First Sensor AG provides cutting edge technology for sophisticated sensor applications. For full details
and customization options feel free to contact us at sales.opto@first-sensor.com.
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